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Expansion of wind power – implications
Without question, offshore wind power is the category showing the strongest growth
for the foreseeable future. Round 4 of the 2019 wind farm auctions by the Crown
Estates will result in a further 7,000 MW being added to the Grid, in due course
giving a new total for offshore generation of just under 40,000 MW.
The dash for gas has largely come to a halt. Given the expected increase in UK power demand, where will the
power come from when the wind dies down?
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Grid response to lack of wind,
week 1/2018, Eastern Denmark
Between Days 3 and 4, wind generation falls to 100 MW, less than 5% of installed capacity. However, demand
continues to be met by a mix of centralised CHP, decentralised CHP and import (mostly from either Norway
or Germany) via interconnectors. Both types of CHP deliver heat to a widely distributed web of heat networks,
thus minimising carbon footprint.
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Marginal power
Marginal power determines which fuel will be used to generate the next additional kW of power, above the
demand that already exists.
With the UK Grid infrastructure as it stands, it is only the high carbon sources (coal and gas) that are fully
controllable, (or marginal). They can respond very quickly to changes in demand, but have high carbon intensity.
At the other end of the carbon intensity scale come renewable sources and nuclear stations, neither of which
are controllable.
The carbon intensity pattern for UK generation during the first 2 months of 2018 is given below:
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M
 arginal (Controllable)
Power Only Stations
Conventional power stations fired by coal or gas are
between 35 – 55% efficient, with the waste portion
being dumped either to atmosphere or the sea.
Low efficiencies result in high carbon intensities (C I),
around 550 gm CO₂ / kWhr (yellow graph trace).

Low Carbon (Non-Controllable)
Nuclear stations are not suited to change-related
movement by reactor control rods, so that generator
output is kept steady and effectively used as base
load. Wind farms and solar PV generation are subject
to the vagaries of the weather, resulting in production
stoppage from time to time. But when they do
operate, their carbon footprint is exemplary,
being only around 15 gm CO₂ / kWhr C I,
(green graph trace).

Average
Low carbon sources are always maximised, to keep
costs down and produce the lowest possible carbon
intensity. As a case in point, the 23rd January had so
much wind power that average C I came close to that
for pure renewables. The 12th January on the other
hand, required a great deal of conventional support,
pushing C I over the 400 mark.
Thus, the blue graph trace is effectively the record
of wind strength for the period. Being winter, any
contribution by solar PV would be minimal.
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Moving the marginal - CHP Heat Networks
There are great benefits to be had by putting waste heat to good use. Waste energy from power stations
and industrial processes has the potential to keep homes provided with “Free” heat and hot water. It is
Heat Networks that can realise this potential, by enabling waste energy to be used in real time or stored
for later use. Power stations can be converted to become combined heat and power providers.
By making better use of fuels in this way, the nation’s carbon footprint is also much improved. Marginal
carbon intensity is reduced with every expansion of Heat Networks, and this utilisation of waste heat
also reduces new energy requirements.
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As UK gas networks decarbonise through the use of biogasses and synthetic gasses, the marginal C I
will continue downwards. The ultimate objective is to lower the C I for marginals to the level of low
carbon renewables!
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Reaching first base
We recognise that the blue graph trace is not the end of the story, as it falls short
of the zero carbon economy that the UK is committed to. Nevertheless, it represents
first base on the road to decarbonisation.
First of all, we need to tackle the issue of energy wastage,
in all its forms. There are still far too many buildings
with inefficient HVAC systems, whereas heat dumping
from CCGT power stations such as Coryton, Rye House
and Damhead Creek should now be regarded as socially
unacceptable. It is a wasteful practice which is hugely
detrimental to the environment. Other countries have
proved that it is not necessary to do this.
Stabilising the Grid
Offshore wind power in the UK is surging ahead, with
Round 4 of the Crown Estate auctions due to add
still further capacity. However, to serve the economy
successfully, wind power needs to be accompanied
by smart stabilising and storage systems, because
wind generation will always remain vulnerable to
still conditions.
In the UK, stabilising elements have been applied on a
piecemeal basis. CHP units can help to address power
shortfalls. Heat pumps can convert a power surplus into
useful heat, although their remarkable efficiency (COP
around 4) comes with a high price tag. Electric boilers are
less expensive but can be used to produce heat at times
of bumper generation. All these conversion technologies
work far more effectively within heat networks. It could
be said that Heat Networks are key to industrialising
the conversion of electricity to heat, thus providing the
stabilising influence required by wind generation.
Decarbonising London’s Energy
Heat networks can be centralised or de-centralised.
De-centralised (or local) are smaller in scale, with heat
generators placed near user centres. In London, there are
good examples at the Broadway, St John Hackney and
Suttons Wharf.
Centralised heat networks have large heat sources located
at some distance from users. It is these larger scale
networks which are key to making use of back-end heat
from power stations and decarbonising London’s energy.
With the average conventional power station only able
to use 38% of its fuel energy for power, the remaining
62% should be regarded as a valuable resource to be
harnessed for the common good, and not something
to be frittered away.

Smart energy systems
Source: Smart integration of fluctuating renewable
energy into the energy system, Ramboll

Smart Energy Systems
For the journey beyond first base:
In a Smart Energy System, the gas and power networks
have national spread, whereas heat networks and district
cooling systems are city-wide.
The diagram above shows the many pathways for sector
coupling, whereby the overall benefit to the nation
becomes far more than the sum of contributions by
individual networks. These are the conversion pathways:
•	Gas system input is converted to heat and power
•	Power input to heat pumps can supply either heating
or cooling systems
•	Electric boilers convert surplus electricity to heat,
either for direct usage or for storage
The future is Smart! SAV will discuss the issues further
in future Industry Views.
Lars Fabricius
Managing Director - SAV Systems
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Related documents:
SAP 10 or Energy Trilemma
www.sav-systems.com/sap10
Energy Trilemma - Prosumer Buildings
www.sav-systems.com/prosumer
Enabling 4th Generation Heat Networks in London:
The Crucial Role of Ultra-Low NOx Combined Heat and Power
www.sav-systems.com/4g-london
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